The Necessity of Moral Realism
According to M.E. Fox and A.C.F.A. d’Avalos, logic dictates that at least some moral propositions must be true.

The Morality Machine
Phil Badger considers what it would take to make truly justifiable moral decisions.

Hume on Is and Ought
Charles Pigden considers Hume’s famous claim that you can’t deduce an ‘ought’ from an ‘is’.

An Amoral Manifesto
Joel Marks on why he’s abandoning morality.

Moral Fictionalism
Richard Joyce on what happens when falsehoods are too useful to throw out.

Moral Luck and Moral Theory
Michael Philips asks whether you have to be lucky in order to be good.

Making an Effort to Understand
David Wong illustrates moral relativism with some telling examples.

Case Study: Phineas Gage
A look at whether a physical injury to the brain can impact your moral thinking.

A Short Introduction to Kantian Ethics
Anja Steinbauer on formalities freedom and frogs.

Being Charitable to Kant
Terri Murray tries to be so.

Ethics in Government
Richard Baron tries to be good in government.

Kant on Suicide
Paul Edwards disagrees with Kant in this recently discovered paper.

The Kantian Coach
Tim Madigan thinks that Kant wouldn’t have made a very popular coach, but would have worked wonders for the spirit of fair play.

Quiz: Testing Kantian Ethics
Can you put Kant’s Categorical Imperative to practical use?

Presidential Decision Making: Utilitarianism vs. Duty Ethics
Michael Rockler compares two ethics of statesmanship for two U.S. presidents.
Consequentialism

50 Guess Who’s Coming To Dinner? The Controversial Peter Singer!
Charlotte Laws cautiously chows down with the Defender of Animals.

52 The Impossibility of Maximising Good Consequences
Lawrence Crocker on lotteries, reasonable actions, and weird outliers.

56 Campsite Ethics
Mark James Leech on the dilemmas of being a campsite philosopher.

58 The Consequences of Consequentialism
Katy Baker on the demands of consequentialist theories of morality.

61 Showdown
Joel Marks tackles consequentialism head on.

63 The Singer Revolution
Richard Taylor explains why he regards Singer as the most important thinker of the present generation.

67 How to get off our Trolleys
Phil Badger tackles the famous Trolley Problem of Ethics.

Virtue Ethics

72 What is Virtue?
Rick Lewis introduces this ancient ethical theory.

74 Virtue Ethics and the New Testament
Which matters most: virtues or duties? Bob Harrison thinks the early Christians had the answer.

78 Why Feminists Should Oppose Feminist Virtue Ethics
Some feminists say women should forget old-fashioned ethical rules and focus on developing positive aspects of their characters. Not so, says Sarah Conly.

82 The Virtues of Self-Help
Philip Cafaro asks what virtues are prized today, and why, and finds inspiration in a place few philosophers look.

86 Apologia Pro Pugilatione
Gordon Marino claims that great virtues can be learned in the boxing ring.

88 Quiz: What Kind of Ethicist Are You?

Applied Ethics

91 Crossing Cultures in Moral Psychology
How can we best apply abstract moral theories to the real dilemmas and problems we face in life? David Wong describes two contrary approaches from ancient Chinese philosophy.

95 The Challenge of Moral Machines
Wendell Wallach tells us what the basic problems are.

99 Eating People
Jeremy Bojczuk on the ethics of cannibalism.

102 The Use of Embryos
Elizabeth Hemsley considers ethical arguments for and against a new embryo modification procedure.

106 When Apes Have Their Day In Court
Shawn Thompson follows legal efforts in the U.S and Argentina to win rights for apes, exploring arguments about morality, and autonomy along the way.

110 Moral Enhancement
Julian Savulescu and Ingmar Persson argue that artificial moral enhancement is now essential if humanity is to avoid catastrophe.